The FIDH International Justice Desk is looking for an English-speaking law student for an internship on the International Criminal Court

Period: as soon as possible and ideally for at least three months.

Internship location: The intern will be based in the headquarters of the FIDH Secretariat in Paris (near Bastille) and will work under the supervision of Antoine BERNARD and Jeanne SULZER, respectively Executive Director and International Justice Director of the FIDH. He/She will also work in close collaboration with Karine BONNEAU Representative of FIDH before the ICC in the Hague and Delphine CARLENS Programme assistant, International Justice desk.

Purpose of internship: The FIDH plans to publish a Manual on victims’ rights before the International Criminal Court and release it during the fourth session of the Assembly of States Parties to the ICC on 28 November 2005 in The Hague.

The FIDH is looking for a person who will in coordination with the International Justice desk:
- conduct all research needed for the finalisation of the manual (research of victim/ICC-related UN and NGO reports, articles and case law)
- draft «concrete examples » illustrating legal mechanisms described in the manual
- edit and proofread the manual (including verification of the English version)
- elaborate of a Power Point presentation of the manual on CDRom

Qualifications:
Native English-speaker.
Law degree (MA level or equivalent.)
Interest in Human rights, international criminal law.
Practical knowledge of the International Criminal Court and its mechanisms an asset.
Practical knowledge of Power Point an asset.

Unfortunately, the FIDH is not able to pay the internship. The intern will receive meal tickets for each working days and will benefit of total reimbursement of transportation.

Send resume and cover letter (in English) before 16 September 2005 mentioning « ICC intern » to: Delphine CARLENS, Programme assistant, International Justice desk / dcarlens@fidh.org